
RESCUED TREASURES PET ADOPTIONS ADOPTION CONTRACT

Animal’s Name:___________________ Breed/Description:_______________________
As adopter, I understand that I am committed to this animal for his/her life and I agree to abide by these adoption

conditions (please initial):

___ To care for the above described animal in a humane and responsible manner and to provide it with clean and

adequate shelter, food, water and veterinary care. I agree that said pet

shall reside inside my home and shall not be allowed to roam freely or be forced to live outside.

___ To have the dog examined by a licensed veterinarian at least once each year and provide for all vaccinations and

preventive treatments necessary (especially but not limited to monthly heartworm preventive).

___ To make a donation to Rescued Treasures Pet Adoptions to help offset the costs of medical treatment and

boarding fees: __________

___ To notify Rescued Treasures Pet Adoption IMMEDIATELY if for any reason I can no longer

provide this animal with a good home. If there is a foster home available they will place it back in

their care and if not, RTPA will assist in rehoming the dog. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES will I sell

or give him/her to anyone else or surrender him/her to a shelter without first contacting Rescued

Treasures.

___ Rescued Treasures makes no guarantee or statement regarding the dog’s age, breed, health, or temperament.

While Rescued Treasures Pet Adoption has made every effort to provide accurate history and assessment of the dog, it

is not able to guarantee the dog’s age, breed, medical status, behavior, or disposition. Rescued Treasures is available

for consultation, advice and assistance pertaining to the health, training and compatibility of the dog. I agree to

release Rescued Treasures Pet Adoptions and its members or representatives of any possible claims arising from

injury or damage caused by the dog to any person or property. I accept this dog as is with all defects, either observable

or unobservable, and assume all risk for the dog upon signing of this contract.

___ To provide a clean, secure fenced area for the dog. If a fenced enclosure is not available, I agree to leash walk the

dog. If I use invisible fencing, the dog is to be sufficiently trained before releasing inside the system. Under no

circumstances is the dog to be kept routinely on a runner, tie out or left with electric fencing when no one is home.

___ To enroll the dog in an obedience class if the dog needs obedience training which I cannot provide for him.

ADOPTER'S NAME: _____________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________________________

PHONE: ________________________ EMAIL: ________________________________________________
I certify that all statements made in this Adoption Contract are true and correct and that I have

read and understand this Contract.

Signed this _______ Day of _________________ Year ___________

ADOPTER’S SIGNATURE: ________________________________________________________________

WITNESS SIGNATURE:__________________________________________________________________
Rescued Treasures Pet Adoptions

E-mail: rescuedtreasuresadoptions@gmail.com
3177 Latta Road BOX 161, Rochester, NY 14612


